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LETTER TO THE EDITOR
Is Mathematical Logic a Part of Mathematics?
In the November 1996 issue of Historia Mathematica, Jeremy Gray argued in
a review of Development of Mathematics, 1900–1950 (edited by J.-P. Pier) that
‘‘the field [of mathematical logic] is deep and narrow, its relation to the rest
of mathematics is difficult to elucidate and since the 1930s has become tenuous.’’
Furthermore, he claimed that Go¨del’s completeness and incompleteness theorems
‘‘put an end to ... the serious commitment of mathematicians to mathematical
logic.’’
Gray’s comments give an extremely misleading impression of the relationship
between mathematical logic and the rest of mathematics after 1930. This relation
is indeed ‘‘difficult to elucidate,’’ but since 1930 it has grown much stronger and
deeper. In fact, mathematical logic as a modern mathematical discipline began with
Go¨del’s completeness theorem for first-order logic (1930) and his incompleteness
theorems for number theory (1931). It is no accident that any serious introductory
course in logic—whether taught in a mathematics, philosophy, or computer science
department—has as its goal to prove both the completeness and incompleteness the-
orems.
Clearly, a significant number of mathematicians are prejudiced against mathemati-
cal logic, regarding it as outside mathematics. But this prejudice did not begin, or
change substantially, around 1930. One can find eminent French mathematicians
who criticized mathematical logic before 1930 (such as Poincare´) just as afterwards
(Dieudonne´); the death of the brilliant young French logician Jacques Herbrand
in 1931 meant the end of logic in France for a generation.
After 1930, there are important American mathematicians (such as Saunders
Mac Lane) who wrote their dissertations in logic and remained extremely sympa-
thetic to it, although their own research was elsewhere. Oswald Veblen saw to it
that Princeton hired the first mathematical logician to be part of an American
mathematics department: his former student, Alonzo Church. In turn, it was
Church’s student Stephen Kleene who made Madison, Wisconsin, a center of re-
search in recursive functions (the computational side of mathematical logic) begin-
ning in the 1930s, and Church’s student Leon Henkin who helped make Berkeley
the world center in mathematical logic from the 1950s on. This was the period in
which first-order logic (where quantifiers range only over individuals, not sets)
became increasingly dominant.
At Berkeley, the driving force was Alfred Tarski, who strongly emphasized the
interconnections between algebra and logic. Tarski was very involved with abstract
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algebra and was determined to express logical relationships in algebraic form. A
typical example of such an interconnection was proved by Tarski’s student Jerome
Keisler around 1961 using the generalized continuum hypothesis (and later proved
without that assumption by the Israeli mathematician Saharon Shelah): Two struc-
tures (e.g., two ordered fields) are indistinguishable in first-order logic if and only
if they have isomorphic ultrapowers.
The key to making logic useful in the rest of mathematics was Go¨del’s
completeness theorem (a set of first-order sentences has a model if and only if
the sentences are consistent) extended to apply to formal languages in which
there are uncountably many symbols. This first occurred in Henkin’s thesis
(1947) and, independently, in Abraham Robinson’s thesis (1949) at the University
of London, making possible the use of logical methods to construct interesting
models of algebraic structures. Much work was done on algebraically closed
fields (such as the complex numbers and the complex algebraic numbers), making
precise Lefschetz’s principle that any statement of algebraic geometry true in
one of them was true in the others.
A modest but illuminating result was the discovery that the Boolean prime ideal
theorem (every proper ideal can be extended to a prime ideal), which Marshall
Stone of Harvard had published in 1936 with a proof using ring theory, was equiva-
lent to the topological theorem that the product of compact Hausdorff spaces is
compact, and also equivalent to the completeness theorem in logic (as long as one
allowed uncountable languages). These interconnections between very different
parts of mathematics (including logic) are one of the distinguishing features of
contemporary mathematics.
A much more important interconnection was found by the Stanford analyst
Paul Cohen in 1963 when he discovered ‘‘forcing’’ as a method of constructing
models. He used forcing to prove the independence of the continuum hypothesis,
a result for which he was soon awarded the Fields Medal. Although Cohen
himself wished to see this stand as an isolated achievement, forcing quickly
became the most important tool in set theory. What had begun with Go¨del’s
1938 result on the consistency of the continuum hypothesis (by applying techniques
from logic to set theory) reached its culmination in the work of Cohen and his
successors. Soon after 1963, set theory became definitively a part of mathematical
logic, with the primary techniques being forcing and other logical methods for
constructing models.
Today, mathematical logic can be found even in a general textbook in abstract
algebra, such as Jacobson’s Basic Algebra I. Its fifth chapter gives Sturm’s theorem
(for determining the exact number of real roots of a polynomial) and, generalizing
that theorem, Tarski’s 1948 decision procedure for real closed fields. ‘‘It is worth
mentioning also,’’ Jacobson remarks, ‘‘that Tarski’s theorem has had an important
application to partial differential equations. This is a striking example of the inter-
connectedness of mathematics in that a result which originated in mathematical
logic has an important consequence in one of the most applied parts of mathematics’’
[p. 341].
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In sum, the interconnections between logic and mathematics have never been
stronger than in the last three decades. Those who would dismiss these interconnec-
tions with a wave of the hand merely exhibit an outdated prejudice based on igno-
rance.
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